Bacteriophage lambda makes lysis/lysogeny decision based on the number of coinfecting phages, 10 namely the multiplicity of infection (MoI): lysis at low MoI; lysogeny at high MoI. Here, by 11 evaluating various rationally designed models on their ability a) to make lytic decision at MoI of 12 1 and lysogeny decision at MoI of 2, b) to exhibit bistability at the two MoIs, and c) to perform 13 accurately in the presence of noise, it is demonstrated that lambda's lysis/lysogeny decision is 14 based on three features, namely a) mutual repression, b) cooperative positive autoregulation 15 of cI, and c) cooperative binding of the activator protein, and not basal expression, triggering 16 the positive autoregulatory loop. Cro and CI are sufficient to acquire the first two features. 17 CII is required to acquire the third feature. The quasi-minimal two-protein model for the 18 switch is justified by showing its qualitative equivalence, except for the Cro repression of pRM, 19 to lambda's gene regulatory network responsible for lysis/lysogeny decision. A three-protein 20 simplified version of lambda's switch is shown to possess all the three design features. Existence 21 of bistability at MoI of 1 and 2 confer lysogen stability and lytic development's stability, 22 respectively. 23 24
lambda through minimalist models.
Commitment to lysogeny occurs when CII is produced to a concentration which is sufficient and not minimal, model. The promoter pRM possesses weak basal expression, whereas lys in 1A Lyt Lys lacks basal expression and is activated by Lyt. This difference can be neglected 185 because transcription from pRE, when activated by CII, is much higher than the basal expression 186 of pRM. Schmeissner et al. showed that transcription from pRE promoter, when activated by 187 CII, was roughly 3 times higher than the basal expression of pR [18] , which, as mentioned 188 earlier, is a much stronger promoter than pRM.
189 Figure 2 : Gene and transcription map of lambda. The transcripts that are produced earliest, that is, from pL and pR promoters, are depicted as green arrows. The black arrow is the late transcript, that is, from pR'. The transcripts from CII-activated promoters, that is, pI, pRE, and pAQ, are shown as blue arrows. The transcript from pRM, which is activated by CI, is shown as a red arrow. Transcription terminators, namely tL1, tR1, and tR2, are depicted in red. performs the same function and much more strongly than Cro because the former is present in 216 much higher concentration and the latter, being under the control of pR itself, cannot repress 217 the promoter fully. As explained below, Cro repression of pR (and also pL) contributes to 218 bistability at MoI of 2, but even this function of Cro can be subsumed into Cro repression of 219 pRM.
220
It can be argued that CII inhibition of Q's production can be subsumed into Lys inhibition 221 of lyt. CII inhibition of Q's production is required at MoI of 2, where lysogeny is constrained whose production is triggered by CII, in the following way. CII activates transcription from 225 textitpRE, leading to production of CI, which represses pR. This results into repression of Q, 
2 Lyt Lys (Mutual repression): Lyt represses lys, which has basal expression.
3 Lyt Lys: lys has basal expression and is activated by Lys cooperatively.
4 Lyt Lys: lys has basal expression.
5 Lyt Lys: lys is activated by Lyt.
6 Lyt Lys: lys has basal expression, is activated by Lys and inhibited by Lyt. Notably, adding 237 self-repression of lyt to this model makes it identical to the two-protein model of Weitz et al.
238
[6].
The models were evaluated in terms of the quality of switch they generated, by solving their 241 defining equations. For a given set of Hill coefficients (a and b), a set of rate constants and 242 equilibrium dissociation constants would henceforth be referred to as parameter set (that is,
243
Hill coefficients are not a part of parameter set here multiplied by the ratio of S 1 and S 3 in order to penalize any difference between S 3 and S 1 .
S 3 = max{Lyt at MoI of 1, Lys at MoI of 2} 
Translation of lyt: Lys CII) . Lyt, Lys, and CII are represented by green, red, and blue, respectively. For the deterministic simulations, concentrations of proteins at MoI of 1 and 2 are depicted by solid curve and dashed curve, respectively. For the stochastic simulations, solid curve and dotted curve, respectively, represent average and standard deviation of number of protein molecules from 100 simulations. For a given model, the parameter set which generated highest stochastic success rate (SSR) for time length of 100 arb. units was used for simulations. Average stochastic simulation trajectories shown here are qualitatively similar to those of all of the other models for parameter sets which generated high values of SSR (data not shown), whereas the deterministic simulation trajectories were so, irrespective of the value of SSR (data not shown). In the stochastic simulation plots, the original abscissa, which had unequally-spaced time intervals, was converted to one with equally-spaced time intervals. Each unit of abscissa was divided into 10000 intervals. For the tiny fraction of intervals which still contained more than one event, their last events were defined to be their only events. (A) Deterministic simulations of 1A Lyt Lys. At MoI of 2, concentration of Lyt initially becomes more than its equilibrium concentration at MoI of 1 but then comes back to very low level. The bell-shaped kinetics occurs because the initial rate of production of Lyt at MoI of 2 (i.e., when Y remains very low) is higher than that at MoI of 1; however, as Lyt's concentration increases, positive autoregulatory loop of lys gets triggered, leading to production of Lys in high amount, which represses lyt. (B-C) Stochastic simulations of 1A Lyt Lys for MoI of 1 and 2, respectively. (D) Deterministic simulations of Lyt Lys CII. At MoI of 2, concentrations of Lyt and CII initially become more than their respective equilibrium concentrations at MoI of 1 but then come back to very low levels. A theoretical study of the lysis/lysogeny decision using a three-protein model, which is very similar to that of the present paper, also reported bell-shaped kinetics for CII [6] . Analogous to the two-protein model, the reason for bell-shaped kinetics for the three-protein model is that the initial rate of production of CII at MoI of 2 (i.e., when Y and Z remain very low) is higher than that at MoI of 1; however, as CII's concentration increases, positive autoregulatory loop of lys gets triggered, leading to production of Lys in high amount, which represses the promoter controlling the expression of lyt and cII. (E-F) Stochastic simulations of Lyt Lys CII for MoI of 1 and 2, respectively. Bell-shaped curve for CII at MoI of 6 was reported by an experimental study [3] . Curiously, while equilibrium concentration of CII is higher than that of CI in the deterministic simulation, CII settles down to lower level than CI in the stochastic simulation.
20
Translation of cII:
Production of Lys:
where, c is Hill coefficient of CII binding; k 1 is basal expression rate of transcription of lyt-cII repression motif work poorly in the presence of noise has been reported earlier also. Avlund 378 et al. showed that various two-protein minimal models, vast majority of which were based on 379 mutual repression motif, of lambda's switch, which were able to carry out the counting task (as between 3 Lyt Lys (for its high maximum SSR) and 2 Lyt Lys (for its bistability at MoI of 2).
521
In other words, 6 Lyt Lys incurs a drop in maximum SSR as compared to 3 Lyt Lys in lieu of 522 gaining bistability at MoI of 2.
523
Further, from the comparison of 1B Lyt Lys with 3 Lyt Lys, it is inferred that activating 524 promoter of lys in order to trigger the positive feedback loop at MoI of 2, by Lyt binding gives 525 higher maximum SSR than having basal expression of lys carry out that function. Applying this 526 cause-effect relationship in an additive fashion to 6 Lyt Lys, it is hereby posited that maximum 527 SSR of 6 Lyt Lys is improved by replacing basal expression of lys with Lyt activation of lys.
528
However, because Lyt's function in 6 Lyt Lys is to repress lys, another protein, namely CII, 529 whose gene is co-transcribed with lyt, is employed to activate lys (in a cooperative manner).
530
The three-protein model thus generated is minimal model for lambda's switch. Thus, lambda's 531 lysis/lysogeny switch is based on three features: a) mutual repression, b) cooperative positive 532 autoregulation of cI, and c) cooperative binding of the activator protein, and not basal expression, 533 triggering positive feedback loop formed by autoregulation of cI.
534
A speculative explanation for why 1B Lyt Lys has higher maximum SSR than 3 Lyt Lys 535 is proposed now. 1B Lyt Lys differs from 3 Lyt Lys, in that in the former, Lyt activates 536 transcription of lys, whereas in the latter, lys possesses basal expression. At MoI of 2, in both the models, concentration of Lyt initially becomes more than its equilibrium concentration at The above expressions for concentrations of promoter-protein complexes are for cases where
